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* 40~45 15~20
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The mechanism of RNAiThe mechanism of RNAi

~ the expression of ds RNA induces the specific degradation of ~ the expression of ds RNA induces the specific degradation of 

the mRNA to which it is complementary.the mRNA to which it is complementary.

* siRNAs* siRNAs: small inhibiting RNAs: small inhibiting RNAs

* Dicer:* Dicer: dsds--specific RNase enzymespecific RNase enzyme

(21(21--25 nts)25 nts)
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* RISC:* RISC: RNA induced silencing complexRNA induced silencing complex
~ degrade the mRNA~ degrade the mRNA--siRNA duplexes.siRNA duplexes.



Central Dogma of Molecular BiologyCentral Dogma of Molecular Biology

GenomeGenome

mRNAmRNA
miRNAmiRNA
siRNAsiRNA

rRNArRNA
tRNAtRNA

Small nonSmall non--coding RNAs coding RNAs 
play an important role in play an important role in 
gene regulation.gene regulation.

ProteinProtein

Cellular responsesCellular responses

siRNAsiRNAtRNAtRNA
play an important role in play an important role in 
gene regulation.gene regulation.



RNARNA

mRNAmRNA
ProteinProtein--coding RNAcoding RNA

ncRNAncRNA
NonNon--coding RNA. Transcribed RNA with a structural,coding RNA. Transcribed RNA with a structural,

functional or catalytic rolefunctional or catalytic role

RNA TypesRNA Types

rRNArRNA
Ribosomal RNARibosomal RNA

Participate inParticipate in

protein synthesisprotein synthesis

tRNAtRNA
Transfer RNATransfer RNA

Interface betweenInterface between

mRNA & mRNA & 

amino acidsamino acids

snRNAsnRNA
Small nuclearSmall nuclear

RNA RNA 

Incl. RNA thatIncl. RNA that

form part of the form part of the 

spliceosomespliceosome

snoRNAsnoRNA
Small nucleolarSmall nucleolar

RNARNA

Found in nucleolus,Found in nucleolus,

involved in involved in 

modificationmodification

of rRNAof rRNA

RNAiRNAi
RNA interferenceRNA interference

Small nonSmall non--coding coding 

RNA involvedRNA involved

in regulation in regulation 

of expression of expression 

OtherOther
Including large RNAIncluding large RNA

with roles in with roles in 

chromatin structurechromatin structure

and imprintingand imprinting

siRNAsiRNA

Small interfering RNASmall interfering RNA

Active molecules in Active molecules in 

RNA interferenceRNA interference

miRNAmiRNA

MicroRNAMicroRNA

Small RNA involvedSmall RNA involved

in regulation of expression in regulation of expression 

Modified from Modified from GENES VIIIGENES VIII, p. 301, p. 301--324, 703.324, 703.



Discovery of RNA Interference

•• In 1990 , Napoli C. et al. trying to deepen the In 1990 , Napoli C. et al. trying to deepen the 
purple color of petunias, introduced a purple color of petunias, introduced a 
pigmentpigment--producing gene under the control of producing gene under the control of 
a powerful promoter. Instead of the expected a powerful promoter. Instead of the expected 
deep purple color, many of the flowers deep purple color, many of the flowers 
appeared variegated or even white. appeared variegated or even white. appeared variegated or even white. appeared variegated or even white. 

•• Napoli C. et al. named the observed Napoli C. et al. named the observed 
phenomenon "phenomenon "coco--suppressionsuppression" " 

•• PTGSPTGS (post(post-- transcriptional gene silencing) transcriptional gene silencing) 

The Plant CellThe Plant Cell, 2, 279, 2, 279--289, 1990289, 1990





• Short (20-25nt) RNA molecules.

• Encoded in genome in most 
eukaryotic organisms.

• transcribed  as a precursor RNA 
molecule by RNA polymerase II.

miRNAmiRNA

molecule by RNA polymerase II.

• Mature miRNAs are process from 
precursors that contain hairpin 
structure.

• Regulates gene expression at 
post-transcriptional level.

• Target mRNA for cleavage or 
translational repression.



Large RNA Large RNA 

precursor precursor 

~110 nt~110 nt

processprocess

(RNase III)(RNase III)

Drosha’s coDrosha’s co--

factor, d.s. RNAfactor, d.s. RNA--

binding proteinbinding protein
~70 nt~70 nt

Imperfect Imperfect 

stemstem--looploop

(RNase III)(RNase III)

(transporter)(transporter)

ExportExport d.s., ~22 ntd.s., ~22 nt

excised hairpinexcised hairpin

LoadedLoaded

Nature Reviews CancerNature Reviews Cancer, 6, 259, 6, 259--269,269, 20062006

The biogenesis of microRNAs.The biogenesis of microRNAs.

miRISC complexmiRISC complex

Negatively regulates its target genesNegatively regulates its target genes

LoadedLoaded



Pasha/DGCR8 recognizes the loop >10 nt. Pasha/DGCR8 recognizes the loop >10 nt. 
May bind the stem near the loop.May bind the stem near the loop.

miRNAmiRNA

Microprocessor Microprocessor 

ComplexComplex



siRNA & miRNAsiRNA & miRNA

siRNAsiRNA and and miRNAmiRNA have the same function.have the same function.

siRNAsiRNA

Mostly exogenous origin.Mostly exogenous origin.
Double strain RNA precursor.Double strain RNA precursor.Double strain RNA precursor.Double strain RNA precursor.
May target specific.May target specific.

miRNAmiRNA

Encoded by endogenous gene.Encoded by endogenous gene.
Hairpin precursor.Hairpin precursor.
Target multiple targets.Target multiple targets.


